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Abstract
Two experiments are reported that examined whether KR was

necessary to develop a representation through observationar
motor rearning. subjects observed a rearning moder perform

three variations of a three segrnent tining task and then

performed two transfer tasks. The first experiment found

that a cognitive representation could be formed through

observationar learning, even when KR was not provided during
acquisition. This was determined since there were no

differences in performance of the two observer groups on the

transfer tests. The observers were however, better than the

control group on the transfer tests. Evidence for the

development of a cognitj-ve representation sras arso found

when auditory information was elininated during acquisition
on the second experiment. Once again there were no

differences in the perforrnance of the two observer groups.

These results were discussed in reference to observationar

motor learning and the necessity of knowledge of results to
acquire movement skills.
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Introduction

Modelling (or demonstration) has been used

extensively by teachers and coaches to communicate

information about motor skills. Although research has

determined that rnodelling is an effective method to transmit

infornation about motor skills (McCullagh, Weiss, & Ross,

l-989), theoretical explanations are few and poorly

supported. The purpose of the present experiment was to

examine the processes that may explain how one learns motor

skills through observation.

A recent review of the literature addressed various

characteristics that are important to observational learning

(McCullagh et dI., l-989). The cognitive and motor

development of the observer are important when providing

demonstrations (McCullagh, Stiehl, & Weiss, L988; Weiss &

K1int, L987). The motor skill level of the observer must

also be considered, especially with regard to age (Feltz,

L982; Thomas, Pierce, & Ridsdale, L977). Also, the observer

must be motivated to learn the task (Fe1tz & Landers, L977).

Models have usually been experts, although the question of

skill level of the rnodel has been of interest in recent

research (Adams, l-986; Martens, Burwitz, & Zuckernan, L976i

Lee & hlhite, l-990; Pollock & Lee, subrnitted). Attention

must also be given to the mode (visual or audi.tory) of the
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demonstration (Doody, Bird, & Ross, 1985). And finally, the

benefits of knowledge of results (KR) to observational

l-earning is an important consideration (Adams I Lge6; Doody,

et al., 1985; McCull-agh & Caird, 1990). The present

experiment is primarily concerned with how KR is linked to
observational learning of motor skil1s

Bandura (1986; Carroll & Bandura, l-982) and Adams

(l-986) discussed two views of how movement is learned

through observation. Bandura (1986) suggested that
observational learning involved information that is
processed into a cognitive representation and governed by

four subprocesses: attention, retention, production and

motivation. For example, subjects must determine what is
important and selectively attend to this, actively engage in
a retention strategy, be able to reproduce the

representation and be motivated in order to learn through

observation. Carroll and Bandura (L982, L985, L987, 1990)

suggested that motor ski1l demonstrations provided

information that was acquired through visual observation and

processed into a cognitive representation of the action.
The representation served to regulate movement production,

as well as to provide a standard of correctness to guide the

movement. Carroll and Bandura stressed that the information
provided by the model rnust be corect in order to develop a
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representation. The representation wourd then enable the

observer to produce the appropriate movement at a later
tirne.

The suggestion that a cognitive representation of
movement is formed is common to many theories of motor

learning (Adarns, L97L; Keele, 1976; Schmidt, 1988).

A cognitive representation has been defined as a synbolic
inage of the action to be performed (Gould & Roberts, 1981).

A representation is constructed by transforning observed

behaviour into symboric codes. The cognitive representation
has been suggested to include auditory as weII as visual
information acquired from observation (Doody et aI., 1985).

Carroll and Bandura (1986) also suggested that spatial and

temporar information can be attained through observation and

become a part of the representation. Thus, a

rrrepresentation hypothesisrr of observationar motor learning
would suggest that a cognitive representation is formed

through observation. However, evidence that the formation

of a cognitive representation explains how one learns

through observation is lirnited.
Adams (L986) agreed that the developnent of a

representation of a sinple rnovement could occur through

observation. However, he further suggested that the

formation of a cognitive representation may also occur if
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the moder was rearninq a task, by allowing the observer to
join in the problem-solving processes undertaken by the
moder. Arso, he suggested that most movements are comprex

and additionar information, other than visual, must be

avairabre to form the representation. That additionar
information was KR. This information was assumed to be used

to reduce the error discrepancy between the previous
movement and the rnovement goal. Thus, Adams (l_9g6)

suggested that an observer who watches a rearning model and

receives the nodelrs KR could form a cognitive
representation by actively engaging in the problem-solving
processes that accompany learning.

Adams' experiment incruded four groups of subjects:
a control group of learners, a group of learning models, a

group of observers who received the moderrs KR, and a group

of observers who did not receive the modelrs KR. The task
was to perform three movement segunents that each had a

distinct duration timing goar. Adams (1986) found that
arthough observational learning occurred without KR, the
best performance ocaurred for the observers that received
the learning modeUs KR. The observers with and without KR

performed similar early in practice, but the observers with
KR performed better by the end of practice. This indicated
that earry in practice there was a greater infruence of the
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cognitive representation, and later in practice those that
Iearned to pro.c.esg. KR were better suited to use the KR to

reduce their timing error. But this study did not determine

which was more important to observational learning, the

ability to form a cognitive representation or the ability to

process KR. A rrprocessing hypothesisrr would suggest that
observational motor learning benefits are due more to the

ability to process KR than the ability to form a cognitive
representation. If the |trepresentationtr and rfprocessingtt

hypotheses could be isolated then one could begin to

determine the processes involved in observational learning.

A rnore detailed account of these hypotheses wiII now be

presented.

The rrRepresentation Hypothesis" of Observational Motor

Learning

There are several notable theories of information
processing that discussed the formation of a cognitive
representation. Adams' (L97I) closed-loop theory of rnotor

learning included two representations. The first
representation was a perceptual trace that included sensory,

spatial and temporal qualities of movement. This was

considered to be a reference mechanisn that was responsibl-e

for determining the correctness of the movement in progress.

The other representation in the theory was the memory trace.



Its role was to select and initiate a movement, whereafter

its completion would be determined by the perceptual trace.
Schmidt (1975) developed a schema theory in the

attenpt to overcome some problems with Adarns, theory.

Schrnidt (L975) agreed that there were representations of

movement, but that they were in much more abstract form.

These abstract cognitive representations were called
schemata. The schemata included abstractions of initial
conditions, parameters of the movement (such as overall
duration and force), knowledge of movement outcomes, and

sensory consequences of movement. There were two schema

representations. A recall schema produced a movement by

determining the relations between the initial conditions,
parameters and movement outcomes, then selecting the most

appropriate response. A recognition schena evaluated the

movement by determining the relations between the initial
conditions, the parameters and the sensory consequences.

Another aspect of the schema theory was the generalized

motor program (cI'{P). The GMP is a motor program in memory

for a particular class of movements. In order to execute a

program for a specific movement, the parameters must be

supplied from the schema.

Research investigating the schema theory and

observational learning has been tinited. Sensory
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consequences are limited to those that are externally

available to the subject while watching a demonstration.

For example, visual and auditory information are available

while tactile and kinaesthetic information are not acquired

through observation. This is a limiting factor of

observational learning, but the importance of these

lirnitations are unknown.

Adams (L97L) and Schmidt (L975) both agreed that a

representation of the movernent was formed when learning a

rnovement. The movement representations were based on

physical practice, not observation. However, Bandura (1986)

suggested that a representation could be forrned through

observation onIy. If a schemata could be formed through

observation without the sensory consequences and knowledge

of the movement outcome then would the schemata be weaker?

If a schemata could be formed through observation, then

execution of a correct movement would suggest that the

schernata and the GMP were formed. If a movement was

performed correctly by subjects who observe, yet do not

receive KR, this may suggest that KR was not necessary to

form a cognitive representation. These issues must be

considered when determining the processes of observational

Iearning.

Practice variability is also an issue of the schema
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theory. schrnidt (1975) stated that the more variabre the
practice, the better the learning. A presupposition of this
experiment was that variable practice duri-ng acquisition
wourd promote rearning. zeraznik, shapiro and Newell (Lg7e)

examined practice variability. Subjects had auditory
feedback only, and KR (no physicar practice) avairable to
Iearn a criterion movement on a l-inear slide. Results

indicated that the group learning with variabre practice
rearned better than the group with constant practice on the

criterion movement, even though the variabre group never

heard the criterion movement. Arthough the purpose of this
experiment differed, it provided evidence that variabre
practice may be beneficiar to observationar learning. Bird
and Rikli (1983) investigated practice variability and

observational learning of an angular positioning task.
subjects either observed a model that performed onry one

version of the task (constant practice) or four versions of
the task (variable practice), or subjects performed the

actual tasks with constant or variable practice. The

variable physical practice group performed the best on the

transfer taskr €rS Schmidt (LgiS) predicted. However, the

constant physical and variable observational groups

performed sinilarly. These results suggested that, not only
was variable practice a beneficial way to learn through
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observation but that one could possibly rearn a movement

without physical practice. rn consideration of these

results, a variable practice schedule was used in the
present experiment to enhance the observational rearning
effects.

The developnent of representation has occurred for
studies examining rerative tirning (phasing) of movement.

wulf and Schrnidt (L988, 1989) provided evidence that
practice on three versions of a movement with the same

relative tirning led to better performance on a transfer test
of the same rerative tining than on a transfer test of
different relative tirning. presumably there has been better
development of the GMp in the same-phasing (same relative
timing) transfer group which allowed for better same-phasing

transfer. These studies suggested that a representation for
invariant tining could be rearned by variabirity of practice
using versions of the same relative tirning structure. The

present experiment used a sinilar task to deterraine if a

tining representation courd be rearned through observation.
A different-phasing transfer was arso used to deterrnine if a

representation was formed. Essentialty, a different-phasing
situation wourd be a different representation from

acquisition, therefore, arr subjects shourd perform equally
since none of them would have had experience with this task
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(Schmidt,1988)

A key ingredient to motor rearning is augmented

feedback (Bilodeau, 1966). KR and knowledge of performance
(KP) are types of augmented feedback. KR provides
information about the results or outcome of previous
movements. Kp provides quaritative information about the
movernent production. Both KR and Kp have been determined to
be the most useful sources of inforrnation to enabre one to
correct their movements when rearning a motor skill
(Salmoni, Schmidt & Walter, l_994). one role of KRr ds

stated before, is that of inforrnation. During the initial
stages of learning, KR was proposed to be utilized when

learning a movement goal. How an observer rnight rearn from
a model's KR was the question of interest here.

Traditionarly, KR has been argued to assist in the
development of a cognitive representation. However, earry
research suggested that learning about KR ruay be irnportant.
Learning about KR could be a key factor during observational
rearning and is the basis of the 'rprocessing hypothesisrr.
For, when one receives the rnodelrs KR during observatj_on

they not onry are obtaining information about the movement

outcome but they may also be rearning how to process and use

the KR to learn the movement.
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Early studies investigating information feedback
considered what was rearned from the KR. These studies
considered KR benefits from a processing point of view. A
rrprocessing hypothesis' stated that in addition to learning
from KR, one learns how to process KR. Once the
inforrnational content of KR was understood, then the
subjects were able to use it. until then, the KR was not
usefur. Bilodeau ( 1953 ) had subjects attempt to rearn a

motor task while receiving KR. The KR however, was

transformed nathematicarly: given either as the true score,
or one of five linear transformations (arl resulting in a

rarger KR score). Results indicated that performance was

poor until the transformation was determined by the
subjects. These results supported the "processing
hypothesis'r, that rearning about the nature of KR and

learning why KR is useful is important.
Another study examined this concept in a different

way (Denny, Arlard, Harr & Rokeach, 1960). subjects h/ere

given KR on a line drawing task in units of rgrubsn instead
of known units. once the subjects determi-ned what a grub
was' they could perform the task. once again, rearning how

to process KR seemed to be inportant.
These experiments support the contention that

rearning to process KR is an important factor in motor
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learning. Adams (199G) suggested that rearning to process
the model's KR was an important part of observational
rearning. A rrprocessing view, of observationar rearning
suggested that when an observer watched a model perform a

sequentiar tirning task and received the moderrs KR, the KR

was used to learn what a nirlisecond is and how fast one

must move to reach that rnirlisecond goar, not necessariry to
form a cognitive representation. The present experinent
attenpted to determine if KR was a necessary element to
observational learning.

rnvestigations of learning without KR have found
mixed results. The rnajority of researchers have found KR to
be a learning variable (see Salrnoni, €t dl., L9g4 for a

review). For example, KR is necessary to learn a task,
without KR learning does not occur. severar studies,
however, found that a reduction in error occurred even when

KR was not given (Newe11, Lgz6; wrisberg & schrnidt, Lgzs;
Zelaznik & spring, Lgz6). rf one was not learning from the
KR then they may be learning from other sources of
information. The task conditions may have provided
sufficient inforrnation, without KR, to rearn the task. But,
as the information inherent in the task becomes ress
sufficient, the importance of augmented information such as

KR and KP may increase. rf other types of information can



13be used, the need for KR rnay not be as great. Similarly, inthe case of observational learning, when there is tinitedinfornation available to the observer, there may be anincreased importance for KR. Mccullagh, Burch, and Siegel(unpublished) found simirar rearning of an in_step soccerpass when an observer received ser-f_nodelled demonstrations
as when they recei-ved self-rnodelled demonstrations andreceived Kp, thus questioning the need for KR whendescriptive knowledge of one's own performance wasavailable' However, the learning may be exprained by anincreased ability to correctry parameterize the notorprogran by deterrnining the pararneters througrh observation.

There is a need to separate the ability to form a cognitiverepresentation and the need to use KR.

previous Research
Several researchers have attempted to separateobservational learningr benefits that were due to thelearning of KR from those due to the formation of arepresentation" Mccullagh and caird (r.990) exanined three

'roups 
of observers: one group observed a correct moder,while two qroups observed learning moders either recei-vingthe modelrs KR or not recei.ving the KR. A final groupphysically practised and received their own KR. The task
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was movement timing. observers physically practised half of
their acquisition triars and watched demonstrations of the
other trials. Arl subjects then performed retention and

transfer triars. The observers of the rearning moders who

received KR and the physical practice group performed the
best. However, the observers of the correct moder performed
better than the observers of the learning moders that did
not receive KR. These resurts provide further evidence that
a learning moder and KR enhance rearning. However, the
physicar practice triars during acquisition may account for
the learning, since subjects may have formed a cognitive
representation during these trials, and not necessariry
during observation.

Another study exarnined a similar issue. Mccultagh
et ar- (unpubtished) atternpted t) separate the two variables
of KR and the type of modeL used. comparisons of a correct
model group, to a correct rnodel + setf-model group, self
nodel only (experirnent 2) and no demonstration group
(experinent L) rearning a soccer pass were made. Groups

viewed demonstrations and intermittentry performed
physically (with or without Kp) throughout the study.
Resurts indicated that subjects that viewed the correct
demonstrations with Kp performed the best, however, the
correct and self-model observers did not benefit further
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from the Kp. These results suggested that augmented
information was not necessariry the most inportant source of
infornation when other sources were avairable. rf the KR

was not important, then other inforrnation may have enhanced
learning.

McCullagh and Little (1989) also attempted to
separate KR effects from the ability to form a cognitive
representation through observationar motor learning. A

control group that physicarly practised and received partial
KR was compared to three observer groups (auditory + visuar,
visuar only and auditory only). None of the observers
received the modeUs KR during acquisition, arthough they
did have interrnittent physical practice during acquisition.
The auditory + visuar- and auditory only groups performed the
with the least error of the observer groups. The resurts of
this experirnent suggested that a representation was formed
since the observers did improve in performance on transfer
tests. However, since the observers did not receive KR at
all during acquisition, the benefits of processing KR were
not discussed.

A need to further exarnine these issues seems

apparent from the review of the current riterature. The
prinary purpose of the present experiment was to deterrnine
if KR was necessary to deverop a cognitive representation
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through observationar rearning. The experiment had moders
learn three variations, with the same rerative tining , af a
three segment timing task. observers watched a videotape of
one of the models rearning the tasks. one observer received
the rnodeUs KR and one observer did not receive the moderrs
KR- There was arso a control group that did not perforrn or
observe the acquisition triars. Arl subjects then performed
two transfer tasks, one with the same phasing requirernents
(with and without KR), and one with different phasing
requirernents (with and without KR).

subjects that observed without receiving the moderrs
KR were used to test the effectiveness of forming a

cognitive representation, while subjects that observed with
KR were used to test the effectiveness of rearning to
process KR- The hypothesis was that if a cognitive
representation is formed through observati-onar rearning,
then both groups of observers shourd perform equally on the
sane-phasing transfer and better than a contror group that
did not receive observation. However, if the benefit of
observation was due to the increased knowredge of rearning
how to use KR, not simply the developrnent of a

representation, the observer who received the noderrs KR

should perform better on the transfer tasks when KR was
given- when KR was withher-d, arr groups shourd perform
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equally. These hypotheses are illustrated in Table 1.

Insert Table I about here

Method

Subjects

Forty-eight university undergraduates participated
in the experirnent. AII subjects received a course credit
for their participation. Subjects were randomly assigned to
four groups (Iearning mode1, observers that received KR,

observers that did not receive KR, and a control) equally

balanced for gender. A11 subjects were right handed. None

of the subjects had previously practised the task, and none

were told the purpose of the experiment.

Apparatus and Task

The apparatus and task were identical to that used

by Lee, 9{ulf, and Schmidt (in press). The apparatus

consisted of a wooden base with four electromagnetic

nicroswitches mounted upon it in a dianond formation. Each

microswitch was 18 centimetres apart. Subjects moved their
right arm from the front-centre (horne) switch forward and to

the left to contact the first target, then forward and to
the right to the second target, then towards the body and to
the right to the final target. A segment was defined as the
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movement required between two targets. Therefore, segment 1

was the movement between the home position and target L,

segment 2 was the movement between target l- and target 2,

segment 3 was the movement between target 2 and the final
target. A cylindrical shaped.nagnet (1 cm X 4 cm) was used

as a stylus to contact each target. Each microswitch was

connected to a Lafayette Performance pack which recorded

each segment's movement tirne (Mf ) to the nearest ms.

The subject's task on each trial of the experiment

was to move from the horne position to the three successive

targets according to the specified MT goals. The MT goals

for each segment of each variation of the task were printed

on separate cards and mounted on the walI behind the

apparatus.

Each learning model was filned using a Sony video I
camera. These recordings were later transferred onto VHS

tape. The observers viewed their assigned model,s

demonstrations on a 36 cm x 30 cm coloured monitor.

Insert Table 2 about here

Procedure

A summary

Table 2. The four

of the testing sequences

groups of subjects were

is provided

controls,

1n
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learning model-s, observers who received the model's KR, and

observers who did not receive the nodetrs KR. A11 subjects

were tested individually. Subjects were told the task goal

and that the model was learning three variations of a same-

phasing movement task. The model on vj-deotape performed the

acquisition trials and the observers watched. one group of
observers received verbal KR, in ms, after each trial about

each segment and the other group did not receive KR.

Observers never physically practised the acquisition task.

AII groups then performed the transfer tasks. Schruidt

(1988) suggested that transfer test are used to determine

what characteristics of performance were relatively
permanently learned. The transfer tasks in this experiment

had the same relative timing, but different absolute tirning

than any of the three variations that were practised or

observed. By designing the experiment this wdy, the nurnlrer

of exposures to the acquisition task was controlled. The

learning models physically performed the acquisition trials
and received visual KR after each trial. They then

performed the transfer tasks. The control group performed

the transfer tasks without any previous practice or

observation.

A summary of absolute movenent times, goal

proportions and overall movement times is provided by Table
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?

Insert Table 3 about here

Accruisition. The moders performed three variations
of the three segment movement task. The absolute movement

time goals (in ms) were L5O-3OO-225, 2OO-4OO-300, and 25O-

5OO-375. AII the variations had the same phasing. The

same-phasing tasks arr had the same rerative proportion of
time arrotted to each segment of the movement whire the

absolute movernent tines differed. Therefore, the
proportions for the three segments relative to the total
movement time was (.22-.44-.33). A totar of 72 acquisition
trials were divided into L2 blocks of 6 trials each. These

variations were randonly ordered with the restriction that
each variation was performed once in every set of three
blocks. The observers watched the videotape of the modeL

perform these tasks with the knowledge that they woul-d later
perform a similar task.

Same-Phasing Transfer. AII subjects performed the
same-phasing transfer task. This transfer task had the same

phasing as the acquisition trials (.22-.44-.33) but 1onger

absolute tirnes (300-600-450: total MT: l_350 ns). Subjects

perforrned L8 trials of this task without KR, forrowed by 18
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trials with verbal KR.

Different-Phasinq Transfer. The second transfer
task had a nover phasing requirement (.33-.22-.44), arthough

the overarl MT was the same as the same-phasing transfer
task (450-300-600; total MT = 1350 ms). subjects performed

18 triars of this task without KR, folrowed by 1g trials
with verbal KR.

Data Analysis

Absolute constant error c lcnl I and variable error
(vE) were cal-culated from the MT data. lcn! neasures the
accuracy of the movement, for example how many ms were the
subjects away from the criterion MT. VE measured the
consistency of the movements. These dependent variables
were analyzed separately.

Acquisition. A 3-way, repeated measures 3

(variation: r/2/3) x 3 (segment: L/2/3) X 4 (blocks:
L/2/3/4) ANovA was used to analyze the learning moders,

data.

Same-Phasinq and Different-phasinq Transfer. A4
(group: control/rnoder/observer with KR/observer without KR)

x 3 (segment: L/2/3) x 3 (brockz L/2/3) ANovA with repeated

measures on the last two factors was used to anaryze each

transfer test. The transfer tests with or without KR were

analyzed separately.
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The . 05 rever for statisticar significance was set
for alr tests. significant ANovA tests were further
anaryzed using the Tukey HSD method. cornprete ANovA tabres
are in Appendix A.

Results

Acquisition

lcnl. As may be seen in Figure L, the first segmenE

of each of the three task variations were performed

similarly over trial blocks. However, for segment 2,

variations 1 and 3 were not different over blocks, while
performance of variation 2 inproved dramatically after bl-ock

1- rn segment 3, variation 1 was significantly different
from block 1 to block 3, whire variations 2 and 3 showed

improved performance between block 1 and brock 2 on1y.

Analysis of these data revealed a variation x segrnent x

block interaction, F(L2, !32) :3.06, D < .001. Other

significant effects incruded a variation x segrnent

interaction, a variation x brocks interaction, a segment x

blocks interaction, and rnain effects for segment and

blocks.

Insert Figure 1 about here

VE. AII variations were perforrned with sirnilar
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error for segment 1 (V1=20 ms, V2=29 mst V3=28 ns).

However, for segments 2 and 3, variation L (52:49 ms, 53=53

ms) was performed better than variation 2 (52=78 rs, 53=78

ms), and variation 3 (52:98 ms, 53=83 rns). The reliability
of these differences was supported by a variation x segment

interaction, F(4, 44) = 3.09, p < .05. Also found were main

effects for segment and variation.
Same-Phasing Transfer Without KR

lcnl. The models, observers with KR and the

observers without KR alL performed significantly better than

the control group on the third segment of this transfer
test. Segments L and 2 however, revealed no differences

between groups. The results are illustrated in Figure 2

and supported by a group x segment interaction, F (6,88) =

3.46, p ( .01. The group main effect and the segrment nain

effect were also si-gnificant.

Insert Figure 2 about here

lvnl. No differences in error over blocks were

found for the first segrnent of this transfer test. VE

decreased from block L (85 ms) to block 2 (68 ns) and block

3 (79 ns) for segment 2. VE decreased for segment 3, from

bl-ock 1 (87 ns) and block 2 (79 ns) and to block 3 (62 ns).
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A segment x block interaction, F(4, L76) = 2.64, p ( .05,

supported these findings. Main effects for segment and

blocks were also found.

Sarne-Phasing Transfer With KR

igE-l. croup means at each segment are presented in
Figure 3. The groups did not differ on segment 1 or segment

2. However, the models performed with significantly less

error than all other groups on seqment 3. AIso, while the

two observer groups did not differ, they did perforrn

significantly better than the control group on segment 3.

This group x segment interaction was significant, F(6, 88) =

4.85, g < .001. There were no changes in error over blocks

for segment 1. However, for segment 2, block 1 (113 ms) was

performed with significantly more error than blocks 2 (77

ns) and block 3 (74 ns). Segment 3 had similar results,
with block 1 (161 rns) having more error than block 2 (l-t4
ns) and block 3 (97 ns). These results were verified by a

segment x block interaction, F(4, L76) = 3.54, E < .01.

Main effects were also noted for group, segment and blocks.

Insert Figure 3 about here

VE.

segments is
The performance of

presented in Figure

each group for the

4. There were no
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differences between the groups for segment 1. There also
were no differences between the models, the observers with
KR and the observers without KR for segment 2, yet alr
groups performed with less effor than the control group.
For segment 3, only the models performed with ress error
than the contror group. These findings were supported by a

group x segment interaction, F(6, 88) = 2.32, p ( .05.

Insert Figure 4 about here

There were no difference in the brocks for segment 1.
segrnent 2 error decreased significantly frorn block r_ (1rg
ms) to block 2 (75 ns) but there was no further decrease on

brock 3 (79 ms). segment 3 also had decreased in error frorn
block 1 (11-L ms) to block 2 (87 ms) but there was no further
decrease for bl-ock 3 (Bg ns). These resurts were verified
by a segment x block interaction, F(4, L76):2.4t, p = .05.
Main ef f ects were also found for segment and br-ocks.

lCEl. The were no differences in performance

between the groups for segment 1 and 3. However, for
segment 2 observers that did not receive KR (57 rns)

performed with less error than the noders (14o ms), the
observers that received KR (r-13 ns) and the controL group
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(L23 nsec). These resul_ts were supported by a group x
segment interaction, F(6, 8g) : 2.745, p < .05. No other
differences were found.

vE. The observers without KR (52 ms) performed with
significantly l-ess error than the moders (90 ms) but were

not different from the observers with KR (77 ms) and the
contror group (74 ms). These results were supported by a

main effect for group, F(3, 44) = 2.g7, p ( .O5. A main
effect for segment (E(2, 88) = 40.88, p <.001) revealed that
segment 1 (49 ns) was perforrned with less error than segment

2 (72 ms), which in turn, was performed with ress error than
segrnent 3 (99 ms). B10ck 1 (85 ms) was performed with
significantly more error than block 2 (73 ns) and bl_ock 3

(62 ms), F(2, 88) : LO.7I, p ( .OOj-.

lcel. Figure 5 irrustrates the performance of the
groups over blocks for each segment. There were no group
differences for the three blocks of segment 1. For segment

2, the noders and the observers without KR performed with
less error than the observers with KR and the control group
for the first block of triaLs, yet with no differences for
the second block. However, for block 3, the models
perforrned with ress error than only the observers that
received KR. There were no difference between the other
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groups on the third block of the second segment. The third
segment produced a different set of findings. For block !,
the observers without KR performed with less error than the
models and the control group. There were no differences
between the observers for this first bIock. on the second
block of the third segment, the moders, the observers
without KR and the control group arr performed with ress
error than the observers with KR. The final_ block revealed
no differences between the groups except that the observers
without KR performed with significantly more error than the
contrors. The resurts were verified by a group x segrment x
blocks interaction, F(L2, L76) = 2.L9, p ( .05.
rnteractions of group x blocks, and segrment x br_ocks and a
block main effect were also significant.

Insert Figure 5 about here

E. segment L (65 ns) and segrnent 2 (76 ns) were
performed with less error than segment 3 (g2 ms), as

supported by a main effect for segment, F(2, gg) : !I.22, p
<.oOL. Block 1 (98 ns) was performed with more error than
brock 2 (75 ns) and brock 3 (7L msec). This was supported
by a main effect for blocks, F(2,88) :5.23r p < .OL.
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Discussion

The purpose of this experiment was to determine if
KR was necessary to develop a representation through
observational learning. Two hypotheses were suggested.
According to the processing hypothesis, if KR was necessary
to develop a representation through observational rearni_ng,
then subjects who observed with KR should have perforrned
better on the transfer tests that received KR. However,

according to the representation hypothesis, if KR was not
necessary to deverop a representation, then both observer
groups should perform equally on both transfer tests
regardless of whether or not KR was avaiLable. The resurts
of the transfer tests favoured the representation
hypothesis. Both observer groups performed with ress error
on the same-phasing transfer without KR than the control
group, suggesting that both groups developed a

representation. These resurts were largest for segment 3.
sinilar results were found when KR was griven on the same-
phasing transfer test. Again, there were no dlfferences
between the observers, and both were better than the control
group- These resurts are supporti-ve of the representation
but not the processing hypothesis.

rn order for observational learning effects to occur
the rnoder must demonstrate the task proficiently (Mcculragh
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et al., 1989). However, Adams (1986) suggested that
observi-ng a learning moder rnay be more beneficiar than
observing a correct moder, since observation of a rearning
model not only al]owed for the formation of a cognitive
representation, but arso enabred participation in probrem-
solving activities that enhanced the cognitive
representation of the movement. The models in this
experiment were attenpting to learn three variations of a

same-phasing task. Analyses of the acquisition resurts
reveared the models did improve over brocks. This supported
the experimental presupposition that the rnodels were indeed
learning the task. However, the first segnent of arl
variations of the task was performed with the reast error
and with no inprovement over br.ocks. segment 2 and segment
3 decreased in error over blocks. The rarge decrease in
error from bl0ck 1 to bl0ck 2 0n variation 2 rnay be

explained as an ordering effect since arr noders performed
variation 2 for the first brock of triars on the acquisition
phase.

The representation hypothesis of observationar motor
learning stated that a cognitive representation of a

movement courd be formed in the absence of KR. Many

theories of learning considered that there was a cognitive
representation of movement (Adans, Lg7!; Bandura, r-996;
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schmidt ' L975), although they disagreed on the rore of KR.

rn this experiment a representation of the task appeared to
have been formed by both the moder-s and the observers.
During the same-phasing transfer without KR, these groups
all performed with less lcnl than the contror group
(especially, on segment 3). These resul-ts supported carror_l
and Bandura's proposal that a cognitive representation of an

action courd be acquired through observation only, without
KR (CarroII & Bandura, Igg2, l_9g5 , ITBZ, 1990).

The majority of studies investigating observational
learning had subjects alternate periods of observation and
physical practice during acquisition (eg., Martens et aI.,
L976; Mccullagh et dr., 1989). one lirnitation to this
rnethod is that the development of the representation rnay

have occured during the physicar practice triars and not
necessarily during the observation. perhaps, observation
could be used as a type of information feedback, whi-ch is
then used to correct behaviour during the next physical
practice triar. since in the present experiment the
transfer tests were performed wi-thout any previous physical
practice by the observers or contror group, the results
provided further evidence that the performance differences
were due only to observation effects.

Other explanations are proposed for the lack of
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differences between the observers. The first consideration
questions the comprexity and characteristics of KR, The

processing hypothesis stated that, in addition to rearning
the infornationar content of KR, subjects must al_so rearn to
use and process the KR. Studi-es investigating this idea
determined that cornplex KR was only useful after the nature
of KR was determined (Bllodeau, 1953; Denny et ar., 1960).
The present experiment gave KR in ms units. perhaps this KR

was too sirnpre and alr subjects were able to process it,
even if they only received it on the KR transfer phase. An

alternate expranation may be that KR is onty useful during
physicar practice. The models improved their performance
when they received KR on the same-phasing transfer tests,
however, the observers that received KR during acquisition
did not improve. perhaps the observers courd not rearn to
process and utilize the KR without actuar practice. Alr the
research investigating KR and observational learning have
had physical practice during the acquisition phase. The

physical practj-ce may have enabled the subjects to process
and utilize the KR (Adarns, 1-986; McCullagh & Caird, )-99o;
McCullagh & Little, r-989; Mcculragh et al., unpublished).

A finar suggestion for the rack of difference
between the observers on the same-phasing transfer test may

be that other sources of augmented information feedback
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avairable to the observers may have reduced the reriance on
KR' McCur-1agh et al. (unpublished) found that KR was not
necessary when other forms of feedback, such as self-
modelling information, were present. During this
experiment, all- subjects received visuar as werl as auditory
inf ornation on ar-I acguisition triar-s. The auditory systems
are werr suited for the perception and retention of temporar
information (o'connor & Hermelin, LgTg). since this
experinent was concerned with timing, the auditory
information rnay have been more usefur to the observers than
the KR.

several studies have investigated audition and
observationar learning and have found audition to be an

inportant factor in producing observati-onal- learning effects
(Doody et al., 1985; Mcculragh & Little, 1989 ; zeraznik &

spring ' L976). Doody et al. (1985) compared observers that
received visual, auditory, or visuar plus auditory feedback
to a control group on a sequential timing task. The
observers in the auditory and visuar prus auditory groups
perforrned with the least eror. These resurts suggested
that audition may be a usefur- source of infonnation when

learni-ng a tirning task. Theref ore, the presence of auditory
informati-on, the tapping of the magnet on the mi-croswitches,
during this experi-rnent nay have reduced the KR ef f ects. The
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provided another source of
examined further in Experinent

The VE resurts were consistent with the riterature.
The observers that did not receive KR performed with less VE

than the model. This may be explained by transfer
appropriate processing (Bransford, Franks, Morris & stein,
L979; Lee, 1998). For example, the moders rearned with KR

and may have had a more difficult time adjusting to the no
KR situation (Lee, 1988) - The observers, especiarry those
that did not receive KR, adapted werr to this transfer
condition. once again, segment 1 was performed with the
reast error and performance became more consistent over
blocks (cf . Salrnoni et aI., 1984).

The presence of KR during the different-phasing
transfer created inconsistent resurts. A1r subjects
perforrned sinilarry on segnent L, consistent with the
earlier transfer tests. Butr oD segment 2, the nodels and
observers that did not receive KR performed with less error
than the observers who received KR and the contror group on
block 2. However, for brock 3, the rnoders were better only
than the observers with KR, suggesting that the observers
that received KR were negativery affected by acquisition.
The results differed again for segment 3. The moders,
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observers without KR and the control group performed better
than the observers with KR on block 2. yet on brock 3, the
observer that did not receive KR performed with more error
than the contror group. The resur-ts of the different-
phasing transfer suggested that this transfer test was

indeed more difficult than the same-phasing transfer. The
observers that recei-ved KR had more difficurty on this
transfer task than even the control group on some occasions.
Perhaps these results were due to the order by which the
transfer tests were conducted. The same-phasing transfer
arways preceded the different-phasing transfer. The
representation for the same-phasing transfer, ds welr as the
sane-phasing acquisition trials, may have interfered with
this transfer test, therefore producing inconsistent
results.

overarr, the first experi-ment provided evidence that
a cognitive representation of a sequential timing task courd
be rearned through observationar- learning both with or
without KR- These results were not consistent with previous
research. The KR provided in this experiment rnay not have
been necessary for the subjects to form a representation of
the movement - The presence of auditory inforrnation rnay have
provided enough inforrnation for both groups of observers to
form a representation. The effects of auditory feedback
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were examined in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2

rn the first experiment there were no differences
between the observers on the same-phasing transfer test.
severar expranations were considered. The purpose of this
experiment was to investigate one of these explanations:
that the presence of auditory information affected the
observers' abirity to forrn a representation or process KR.

The auditory systems are weLL suited for the
perception and retention of temporal information (o'connor
Herrnelin ' rgzB) , indicating that audition may be inportant
when learning a tining task. severar studi.es have arso
exami-ned the imprications of audition and observational
Iearning.

An early study by Zelaznik and Spring (1976)
attempted to determine if recognition memory cour.d be

developed in the absence of movement. Although not
examining the observationar learning and auditi-on issue
directly, the study d.id use an observation design.
observers listened to a subject produce a strrecific MT on a

linear slide task, and received their KR. They then
performed the actual task on a no-KR test. Results
indicated that the observers performed better than the
models on the first few trials of practice, after having
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More recently, Doody et aI. (1985) designed an
experiment to examine the inportance of audition to
observational rearning. Three groups (auditory + visual-,
auditory only, visual only) observed rnodels perform a

seguential tirning task with a singre timing goal. subjects
observed a moder and intermittentry performed physical
practice triars during acquisition. Results revealed that
subjects in the auditory + visual as well as the auditory
only groups, performed best on the acquisition and no KR

transfer test. These resurts arso support the concept that
auditory inf oinat j-on was irnportant to observation. once
again, the observation triars were confounded with physical
practice triars making is hard to separate how the
representation was developed.

Finatly, Mc.ultagh and f,ittle (1989) examined the
modality of presentation of the task and a correct moder..
The design \das sinirar to Doody et al. (1985). Three groups
of observers (auditory * visual, visual on'y, auditory only)
hrere compared to a group that received partiar KR and
physically practised an equal number of trials as the
observers on a seguentiar tirning task. The difference in
this study was that the nurnber of acquisition triars were
controlled and none clf the observer groups received KR.
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Resurts indicated that the physicar practice group performed
with the least error. However, the observers who received
auditory and visuar- feedback, and those that received
auditory only performed with less error than the subjects
that observed visually on1y. The importance of auditory
information, even without KR, seems to be werr supported.

In Experiment I, the presence of auditory
information rnay have been more usefur than KR or decreased
the KR effects. since a timing task was utirized the
auditory information available during acquisition nay have
provided enough information to learn the task and the
additionar KR was not processed. The purpose of this
experiment was to determine if the absence of auditory
infornation affected the fornation of a cognitive
representation of a timing task. rf the auditory
information was eliminated, would KR then be necessary to
deverop a cognitive representation of the movement through
observation.

The same hypotheses tested in Experinent r- were
examj-ned. If there was evidence that a cognitive
representation was formed, then all observer groups wourd
perform equally on the same-phasing transfer task. However,
if observation effects occurred due to the increased abirity
to process KR, then the observers who received KR would
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perform better on the transfer tests when they received KR.

once again the different-phasing transfer test shourd have

poor performance by arr subjects since it was a different
novement class and a different cMp.

Method

Subjects

Twenty-four university undergraduates participated
in the experiment. Arr subjects received a course credit
for their participation. Subjects were randomly assigned to
two groups (observers with KR and observers without KR)

equally balanced for gender. None of the subjects had

previousty practised the task, and none were told the
purpose of the experirnent.

The videotapes of the tweLve models used for this
experiment were the same that were used in experirnent 1.

Apparatus and Task

The apparatus and task were the same as used in
Experiment l-. The one difference was that the monitorrs
sound was turned off, therefore there was no auditory
information about the tapping of the stylus given to the
subjects during the acquisition phase.

Procedure

The procedures for this experiment were the same as

used in Experiment t-. Arr acquisition and transfer trials
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were the same.

Data Analysis

The transfer data for this experiment were combined

with the observer transfer data from Experiment j- with the
purpose of assessing the effect of auditory information in
conbination with the availability of KR during observation.
separate 2 (modarity: auditory + visual/ vision only) X 2

(feedback: observer with KR/ observer without KR) X 3

(segnentz r/2/3) x 3 (brocks: L/2/3) ANovA with repeated

measures on the rast two factors were used to analyze all
the transfer data.

Results

Same-Phasinq Transfer Without KR

lCgl. Segrnent L (58 ns) was perforrned with 1ess

error than segment 2 (179 ns) and segment 3 (161 ns). These

resuLts were supported by a rnain effect for segment, F(2,
88) = 2L.9, p < .001. No other significant differences were

noted.

VE. The means for the four groups over bloeks are
presented in Figure 6. For subjects that observed with KR

in either rnodality, there were no differences over blocks.
However, for subjects that did not receive KR, there hrere no

differences between modality of presentation for block 1.

But, for block 2 and 3 subjects that received vision prus
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audition performed with less error than those subjects that
received vision on1y. These results were verified by a

nodality x feedback x block interaction, F(2,88) :4.58, p

Insert Figure 6 about here

Figure 7 illustrates the performance of the
observers over blocks for each segment without regard to
nodality. observation with or without KR resurted in simirar
performance over blocks for segrnents r- and 2. However, for
segment 3 | the observers that received KR performed with
more error than the observers that did not receive KR, on
blocks 1 and 2, but not on block 3. These resuLts were

supported by a feedback x segment x block interaction , F(4,
L76) = 2.6a, p < .o5. AIso significant was the segment x
block interaction and segment and blocks nain effects.

Insert Figure 7 about here

lcnf. There was no difference in error over brocks
for segment r-- For segment 2, bl0ck 1 (11g rns) had greater
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error than block 2 (gr ms) and brock 3 (7L ns). segment 3

reveal-ed differences between all of the brocks, E}1 = 160 ms,

82 = 120 ms, 83 : 89 ns. Analysis of these data revealed a

segment x block interaction, F(4, LZ6): 4.62, p = .001.
Main effects for segment and brock were arso found.

vE. segrnent 1 (39 ns) was performed with ress error
than segment 2 (89 rns) and segment 3 (g7 ms). This was

verified by a segment main effect, F(2, 88) = 84.59, p <

.001- Also, there was a decrease in error from bl_ock 1 (g6

ns) to block 2 (69 ms), but no further reduction to block 3

(70 ns), as indicated by a blocks main effect , F(2, 88) =

5.56, p < .01.

Different-phasing Transfer Without KR

lcnl. There were no differences due to nodarity of
presentation for segment 1 and segment 3. However, for
segment 2, the subjects that received auditory plus visual
i-nformation (85 rns) had l-ess eror than the subjects that
received vision only (153 ms). These resul-ts were verified
by a nodality x segment interaction, F(2,88) :4.O4, p <

-05. Again, there were no differences in segment 1 and

segment 3 over the blocks . However, f or segrnent z I block l_

(141- ns) had more error than brock 2 (1-12 rns) and block 3

(l-00 ms). This was supported by a segment x block
interaction, F(4, L76) : 3.g2, p < .OL. Segrment and block
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maj-n effects were also significant.
vE. Figure 8 irr-ustrates the performance of the

observers over brocks at each segment averaged over the
modality of presentation. The observers with KR and the
observers without KR were not different over bLocks for
segment 1. No differences were found for segment 2, on

blocks 1 and block 2, yet for block 3 the observers that
received KR performed with significantly more error than the
observers that did not receive KR. And for segment 3, the
observers that received KR performed with more error than
the observers that did not receive KR for block 1 as werr as

for block 2. These resuLts were verified by a feedback x
segrment x blocks interaction, F(4, Lj6) : 3.64, p < .O1.

The segment x block interaction and the segnent and bl-ocks
main effects were also significant.

Insert Figure 8 about here

lcEl. As seen in Figure g, there were no

differences over brocks for the observers who received KR,

as a function of the modarity of presentation. However, for
the observers that did not receive KR, audition plus vision
performed with less error on block l- than those that had
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vision only. There were no differences on block 2 or block
3. These resu]ts were verified with a modality x feedback x

block interaction, F(2, gB) : 3.96, p < .05.

Insert Figure 9 about here

Performance of the two nodarity groups, over brocks
on each seqment is presented in Figure 10. Modality of
presentation did not affect performance throughout blocks
for segnnent r-. on segment 2, subjects that received
audition prus vision performed with ress error than those
that received vision only on block i-. They did not differ
on the other blocks. For segment 3, while the subjects did
not differ on block 1 and 2, the subjects that received
audition prus vision performed with more error than those
that received vision only on block 3. These resurts were

supported by a rnodarity x segment x brock interaction, F(4,
176):3.22rp<.05.

Insert Figure 10 about here

The effects of KR during observation as revealed on

the segments of the 3 different-phasing transfer blocks with
KR is shown in Figure Lt-. The observers did not differ over
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blocks for segment 1. However, for segment 2 the observers
that di-d not receive KR performed with less error than the
observer that received KR on br-ock I and did not differ on
the finar two blocks. But on segment 3, the first and third
bl-ock did not differ, whire the observers that did not
receive KR performed with less error than the observers that
received KR on br-ock 2 . Further analysis of these resurts
revealed a feedback x segrment x block interaction, E(4, 176)
=4.45rp(.01.

Insert Figure 11 about here

A segnent x brock interactionr ds welr as main effects for
segment and blocks were also found.

VE. The observers that received KR (87 ms)

performed this transfer task with more error than the
observers that did not receive KR (73 ns). This was

supported by a main effect for feedback, F(l, 44) : 4.0o, p

ns) and segment 3 (89 ns) and was verified by a rnain effect
for segment, F(2, 88) : 7.89, p < .OOl_. Block 1 (90 ms) had
greater eror than brock 2 (75 ns) and block 3 (74 ms), and
was supported by a main effect for block, F(2, g8) : 6.31, B
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Discussion

The purpose of this experiment was to determine if
KR during observation was necessary to develop a

representation in the absence of auditory information. The

same hypotheses that were tested in Experinent 1 were
assessed- rf a cognitive representation was formed in the
absence of KR then the representation hypothesis would be
supported- rf the ability to process KR was more important
when rearning a movement then evidence of the processing
hypothesis wour.d be found. Experirnent 1 supported the
representation hypothesis since there was no evidence that
KR enhanced observational learning. rt was proposed that
the presence of auditory information may have overshadowed
the effects of observing with KR. This experiment
el-ininated the auditory information duri-ng observation, in
attempt to increase the importance of the KR. However, the
resuLts indicated that, once again, the observers that
received KR during acquisition did not differ from the
observers that did not receive KR. There was also lirnited
support that the presence of auditory infornation enhanced
the observational_ learning.

The representation hypothesis was further supported
when the subjects received KR on the same-phasing transfer
test' A11 subjects performed equalry werI, regardr-ess of
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the modarity of presentation or type of feedback given
during observati-on. These findings indicated that cognitive
representations had been formed. Also, the additionar
feedback (KR) given during the transfer phase did not appear
to enhance the performance of the observers who received KR

during the acquisition phase, suqgesting that the abirity to
process KR was not learned during acquisition. The resurts
of this experiment are not consistent with the processing
hypothesis, although they are, consistent with Experiment 1.

Previous researchers suggested that aud.j-tory
feedback was usefur when rearning a tining task (Doody et
dl., 1985; McCuLlagh & LittLe , Lg}gi ZeLaznik & Spring,
1976). A1r of these studies found that observi_ng a tining
task when auditory information was avairable h/as more

beneficiar than observing with vision only. rn the present
study the observers that observed without KR, and received
auditory information had less vE than the observers who

received KR and auditory information (on the same-phasing
transfer without KR). These results indicated that the
auditory feedback was more useful to the observers that did
not receive KR and did not affect those that learned with
KR. Even without auditory information, the observers that
received KR did not seen to use the KR availabre to then to
improve performance any more than the observers that did not
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receive KR- rt rnay be that the auditory information was
more useful- than the KR, but when KR was given the auditory
information was ignored. Bandura (1986) stated that the
correct information must be selectively attended to in order
to form a correct representation. perhaps the auditory
inforrnation was attended to nore when the KR was not
available. However, when KR was avairable, it nay have been
attended to even though it was not as useful as the auditory
inf orrnation.

The presence

to aid subjects when

phasing transfer test. The subjects that observed with
auditory + visuar information performed with less lcri on
segment 2 than the group that observed with vision onry.
Also, when there was KR on the different-phasingr transfer
test the auditory + visuar group perforrned better than those
that observed with vision onIy. once again the presence of
auditory infornation seerned to have a rirnited affect on
performance, but not in the way expected. In this
experiment it seems that auditory information was more
important than the KR.

These experiments attempted to eliminate the
confound of physical practice during the observation trials
of acquisition that occurred in the previous experiments

of

KR

auditory inforrnation also appeared

was not availabLe on the different_
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(Doody et al., 1995; McCullagh & Caird, 1990). Actual
physical practice during acquisition trials may have
infl-uenced the formation of a cognitive representation si_nce
a representation of a movement is arso formed through
physical practice (Adams I rgTr; schmidt, 1988). rf this was
the case, then in earrier studies the formation of the
representation may have been due to the physicar practice
and not necessarily to the observation triar-s. The present
experiment confirmed that some rearning did occur through
observation only.

The elirnination of physical practice from
acquisition may have ar-so influenced the KR effects. KR has
been found to be an important aspect of learni-ng but it rnay

be that actuar physicar practice was necessary for KR to be
useful. Al-t subjects had the equal physical practice triars
on the transfer tests- onry the models had physical
practice during acquisition. rt nay be that KR given to the
observers during the transfer trials was not usefur- since
they had not rearned to utiLize it during acquisition. The
presence of KR also was not usefur to the subjects on the
different-phasing transfer test. on both transfer tests
(different-phasing with KR and without KR) the observers who
observed without KR performed better than those that
received KR- These results are inconsistent with the
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literature (eg., Doody et al., 1985; Mccull_agh & Caird,
1990; McCuIlagh & Little, 1989).

overarr-, this experiment provided rimited support
for the contention that the rack of observer difference was

due to the presence of auditory information. Auditory
inforrnation had a smarr effect on the observers who did not
receive KR and on the different phasing transfer. However,
elininating the auditory information did not enhance the KR

effects, as was expected.

General Discussion
Two experiments were conducted to determine what was

rearned through observationar- learning. specificarly, courd
a representation be formed in the absence of KR, and (in
Experiment 2) courd this representation be formed in the
absence of KR and auditory infornation? Both experiments
reveared simirar resurts, yet they did not conform to
resurts of earrier research. several suggestions are
proposed to account for this discrepancy.

Bandura (1986) and carrolr. and Bandura (rg'2, rg'5,
1-987, 1990) proposed that observationar learning occurred
when an observer watched a moder- perform a movement. An

abstract cognitive representation was formed of this
movement and courd later be used to perform the rnovement.

This cognitive representation courd be formed fron the
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infornation avair-abre from vision, and KR was not needed for
the observer to form the representation. The resurts of the
present experiment supported these ideas. observers who did
not receive KR during acquisition performed as wer-r on the
transfer tests as the observers who received the model,s KR.
rn Experirnent L, during the same-phasing .transfer without KR

both observers performed as werl as the models suggesting
that alr subjects had formed representations of the
movement. These results not only suggested observationar-
learning could occur without KR, but that it a'l-owed for
si-milar representations as subjects that physicarly
practised the task.

Theories of rearning, however, indicated that KR was
one of the most irnportant processes for rearning to occur
(Adams, r97L; schnidt, r-988). KR given throughout physicar
practice arl0ws for rapid i-mprovement of skilrs (schmidt,
1991)- The understanding of the KR given and the ability to
process it are irnportant aspects of rearning (Bil0deau,
1953,' Denny et a1., 1960) - studies investigating KR and
observationar- learning have found that observing and
receiving the noder-'s KR enhanced rearning more than
observation without KR (Doody et al., 1985; Mccullagh &

Little, 1989). These studies, however, had physical
practice triars and observation triars interspersed
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throughout acquisition. The present experirnents attempted
to determine which was more irnportant to observational
rearning: the ability to form a cognitive representation or
the abiLity to process KR. The findings supported the
representation view. Transfer was not enhanced by observing
with KR. rn fact, or some occasions the observers that
received KR perforrned worse than those that did not receive
KR.

rt is possibre however, that a representation of
relative timing rnay be learned with little or no KR at al_L.
wulf and schrnidt (r.989) had subjects rearn three versions of
a task of the sane rerative timing. one group was given
100? KR on arr of the versions, while another group was
given loot KR on version 1 and 3 and o? KR on version 2.
Retention tests reveared that subjects that learned with 0?
KR performed version 2 with ress error than those that
rearned with r-ooz KR. Therefore, under some circumstances,
this study suggested that KR rnay not be necessary to rearn
the movement.

several suggestions for the differences found in the
present experiments were suggested. The first suggesti_on
v/as investigated in Experiment 2. The presence of auditory
information during arl of the observation trials may have
decreased the reriance on KR. rf alr subjects used the
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auditory information to r-earn the tirning of the movement
then the KR may not have been used or processed. The second
experiment elirninated the auditory information that had been
availabre during acquisition of Experinent 1 to test this
idea' The resurts did not support the hypothesis. Both
observers performed simirarly on ar1 transfer tests showing
no advantages of receiving KR during acquisition.

An aLternate proposal for the failure of the
processing hypothesis was that the rack of physical practice
during the acquisition phase did not ar-r-ow for processing of
KR. As mentioned earlier, studi_es examining observational
learning and KR have had physical practice interspersed with
the observation trials (Doody et al., 1985; McCullagh &

caird, 1990t r{ccurlagh et dl., i-989). KR has been found to
be an essential part of rearning but one may need to
physically practice in order to benefit fron the information
obtained from the KR. perhaps I(R effects occur only if one
has the chance to utirize the KR with the movernent to be
perforrned. rf this was the case, then arl observers had
equar abirity to use the KR since they arI recei-ved the same
amount of physical practice trials. An investigation
comparing observers that receive KR with or with out
physical practice during acquisition rnay determine if
physical practice effects the inforrnation obtained by KR.
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A third possibility for the absence of KR effects on
observation could be due to the conprexity of the KR.

schnidt (1991) stated that there were four functions of KR.
These were motivation, reinforcement, dependency and
information. The function stressed in this experiment was
infornation- The KR given in this experiment was the actuar-
MT for each segment of the task performed by the subject.
KR was qiven after each triar in ms. perhaps this type of
KR was too sirnpre to enhance the performance of those
observers that received KR. perhaps ar-r the observers
understood what a ms was and they had the ability to process
it even if they only received it on the transfer tests. rf
the same task was used but the KR given was transformed
maybe the KR would be usefur- only the observers that
received it during acquisition.

a finat possibility to explain the lack of KR

effects during observation courd be that a nover- transfer
test was used in these experiments. Most studies have
investigated observationar learning effects by exarnining the
performance of the same task that was practised during
acquisition (Doody et a1., 1985; McCuLlagh et dl.,
unpublished; McCu1lagh & Little, l_989). In these
experiments, none of the subjects, even the models, had
actually physically practised the transfer tasks. perhaps
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one needs to receive KR on the actua] task to be performed
in order to benefit from it. rf a retention test of one of
the variations was given, perhaps the KR effects would have
occurred.

Despite the lack of KR effects the observers did
learn the task- Even though the observers had not actuarly
physically practised this task they performed simirarJ_y to
the models and better than the control group on severar_
transfer tests. Therefore, observationar- learning did
provide an opportunity for the formation of a cognitive
representation.

The present experiments results were i-nteresting.
Arthough they were not consistent with the current
literature the second experiment did repricate the first.
observational rearning was found to be a useful rnethod to
transmit information. Subjects who observed a moder, and
did not physically practice the skirr, in some situations,
perforned as werr as the models on the transfer tests.
Although KR was stated to be a powerful component of
learning, the present experiment did not find this to be
true for transfer for-lowing observation. perhaps KR cannot
be used without physical practice. But, more than likely
the KR given was utir-ized by arr subjects and it was not
conprex enough to create KR effects. observation alone was
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found to be a powerfur nethod to promote learning, although
future research shour-d not underestinate the irnportance of
KR. Auditory infornation shourd also not be nisjudged when
performing timing tasks for it was arso found to be an
important source of infornation during these experiments.
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Table 1. Summary of the nypotheses of the same-phasing and
Dif f erent-Phasing Transf er.

Performance on Same-phasinq Transfer

Transfer
without KR

KR=noKR>Con

Representation
Hypothesis

Representation
Hypothesis

Processing
Hypothesis

Processing
Hypothesis

Transfer
with KR

KR >noKR : Con

Perfornance on Different-phasing Transfer

Transfer
without KR

Transfer
with KR

KR >noKR = ConKR : noKR =

Transfer
with KR

KR =noKR =Con

Transfer
without KR

KR :noKR = Con

Transfer
with KR

KR =noKR =Con

Transfer
without KR

KR :noKR : Con
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Table 2. summary of the Testing sequence for Arr Groups

1.' Acquisition 72 Trials
2. Same-Phasing Transfer (without KR) 18 Trials
3. Same-Phasing Transfer (with KR) 18 Trials
4. Different-Phasing Transfer (without KR) 1B Trials
5. Different-Phasing Transfer (with KR) 18 Trials

' only the learning models performed these trials. The
observers watched videotapes of the nodels.



Table 3. Summary of the Detail-s
Absolute Movement Tirne
(in parenthesis)
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of Experimental Design:
and Overall Movernent Tines

Acquisition ( Same-phasing . 2 2- . 4 4- . 3 3 )

1. 150-3OO-225 (675 msec)

2. 200-400-300 (900 msec)

3. 250-500-375 (LI25 msec)

Transfer l (Sane-phasincr .22-.44-.33)

300-600-450 (1350 msec)

Transfer 2 (Different-phasing . 33-.22-.44)

450-300-600 (1350 msec)
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Blocks/Subjects 819091.044 11
Variation 51607.469 2 2.083
Error 272554.832 22
Segment 597264.867 2 L4.594 *
Error 450181.584 22
Var x Seg 158411.490 4 7.572 *
Error 23OLL9.396 44
Block 735L56.532 3 4.82I *
Error L67748O.420 33
Var X BIk 444646.940 6 4.933 *
Error 991443.993 66
Seg x Blk 299327.873 6 4.155 *
Error 79244L.OL6 66
Var x Seg x BIk L76O67.826 L2 3.060 *
Error 632847.899 L32

Total 8328642 .660 43r

TABLE 4

Acquisition I cn 
I

Source SS

TABLE 5

Acquisition VE

Source SS

df

df

Blocks/Subjects L2541-L.94L 11
Variation 649L3.I29 2 7 .74L *

Error 92242.817 22
Segment 2t5698.92o 2 L8.477 *
Error I284L2.O27 22
var x seg 2o5I3.7O4 4 3.092 *
Error 72990.014 44
Block 8l-29L.553 3 2.7L6
Error 329213.133 33
Var x BIk 51027.889 6 L.898
Error 295664.L59 66
Seg x BIk 24436.209 6 .911
Error 295059.503 66
Var x Seg x Blk 2397L.11-1 L2 1-099
Error 239975.L82 L32

TotaI 206082L .27 0 431,
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IABLE 6

Same-Phasing Transfer t{/O KR lcS| (Expt. r)
source ss df
Between Blocks/Subjects
Group 975490.733 3 2.722 *
Error 52569L3.930 44

Within Blocks/Subjects
segment L362554. 340 2 15.463 r,
Grp x Seg 9I3667.29L 6 3.456 *
Error 3827252.610 gB
BLock 5946.243 2 .3gB
Grp x B1k 5O91O.OOO 6 1.136
Error 657t31.330 gg
Seg x Blk 657L.O37 4 .6L7
Grp x Seg x Blk 24234.993 12 .759
Error 468474.379 l76
Total 13599136.900 43L

IABLE 7

Same-Phasing Transfer W/O KR VE (Expt. 1)

Source SS df
Between Blocks/Subjects
croup 57BLT.L75 3 2.054Error 4127 30.101 44

within Blocks/Subjects
segment I5665L.673 2 38.161 *
Grp x Seg 23383.400 6 1.999
Error L9O622.26L 88
Block 23828.284 2 8.320 *
Grp x B1k 4854.299 6 .565
Error L26OI4.76O 88
seg x Blk 11095.382 4 2.64L *
Grp x Seg x BIk 13785.155 12 1.094
Error 1845882.126 LZ6

Total- l_l_95659.6 j.0 43L
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IABLE 8

Same-Phasing Transfer W/ KR lcrl (Expt. 1)

Source SS df F

Between Blocks/Subjects
Group
Error

Within Blocks/Subjects
Segnent
Grp x Seg
Error
Block
Grp x BIk
Error
Seg x BIk

4.649 *

2 25.290 *
4.853 *

2 17 .344 *
6

88

6

88
4

L2
2634.085 176

3900174.670 43L

289747.6L5
9L4L42.832

5153 36 .223
296649.500
896605.836
116105.378

3L523 .008
294s55.838
37299.109

3
44

L .57

3.540 *
1.411Grp x Seg x BIk 446LO.336

Error

Total-

TABLE 9

Same-Phasing Transfer W/ KR VE (Expt. 1)

source ss df F

Between Blocks/Subjects
Group 5313 6.t66 3 2.292
Error 339966.795 44

Within Blocks/Subjects
segment 301532.309 2 54.003 *
Grp x seg 3g77l.rs3 6 2.315 *
Error 245680.984 88
Block 49053 .976 Z 4.330 *
Grp x Blk 30366.598 6 .893
Error 498509.205 88
seg x BJ-k 22o9L.374 4 2.411 *
Grp x Seg x Blk 39958.164 L2 L.454
Error 403180.013 L76

Total 2022246.740 43I
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IABLE 10

Different-phasing Transfer W/o KR lCnl (Expt. 1)

Source SS df F

Between BIocks/Sub jects
Group L3422L.424 3 2.627Error 749277.643 44

within Blocks/Subjetcs
Segment 81911 .4zo 2 2.809
Grp x Seg 24OOB9.OO7 6 2.745 *Error I292B29.8OO 8gBlock 5756.725 2 L.o57
Grp x BIk I6L7 J, . 644 6 . g8g
Error 239743.864 88
Seg x Blk L6427.355 4 L.7og
Grp x Seg x Blk 39984.2t4 L2 1.386Error 423L94.953 L76

Total 3229607.950 43L

TABLE 11

Different-phasing Transfer W/O KR VE (Expt. 1)

Source SS df F

Between Blocks/Subjects
Group gLo68.7t_1 3 2.966 *Error 400923.2tI 44

within BIocks/Subjects
Segment 183303.724 2 40.883 *
Grp x Seg 10496.Ot7 6 .7gOError L97281.148 88Block 37377.598 2 LO.7LL *
Grp x BIk 8242.586 6 .7e7Error L53544.7O3 8g
Seg x Blk 9439 .637 4 2.223
Grp x Seg x BIk 8866.956 L2 .696Error 186798.185 1,76

TotaL L2ZZ24L.48O 43L
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TABLE T2

Different-Phasing Transfer W/ KR lcnl (Expt. 1)

Source SS df F

Between BIocks/Sub jects
Group 3275L.283 3 .739
Error 650195.016 44

Within BIocks/Sub jects
Segment 37765.797 2 2.293
Grp x Seg 63180.286 6 L.273
Error 727993.7L2 88
Block 43949 .O95 2 L0.490 *
Grp x BIk 5031 4.756 6 4. OO3 *
Error 1843 47 .93O g8
Seg x Blk 2OOO7.239 4 3.535 *
Grp x Seg x BIk 37257.797 L2 2.194 *
Error 249064.505 L76

Total 2O96827.4L0 43I

TABLE 13

Different-Phasing Transfer W/ KR VE (Expt. 1)

source ss df F

Between Blocks/ Subjects
Group 26996.340 3 1.399
Error 283It4.544 44

Within Blocks/Subjects
segrnent 55279.L7O 2 LI.27L *
Grp x Seg i,5794.459 6 L.O73
Error 2L5790.815 88
Block 18886.392 2 5.233 *
Grp x Blk 20040.513 6 1.851
Error 158807.539 88
seg x BIk 6237.747 4 I.442
Grp x Seg x Blk 13511.L25 L2 1.041
Error 190308.683 LT6

Total- IOO4757.33O 43L
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TABLE 1-4

Same-Phasing Transfer W/O

Source

Between Blocks/Sub jects
Modality 27664.OL7
Feedback LOg7O.l22
Mod x Feed 65884.76I
Error 284L547.150

Within Blocks/Subjects
Segnent L2z9sg4.480
Mod x Seg L226O.924
Feed x Seg 919.691
Mod x Feed x Seg 68099.526
Error 2468439.610
Bl-ock 1l_023 .2OI
Mod x BIk L6387.242
Feed x Bl_k 14955.442
Mod x Feed x Blk 9561.57L
Error 695214.989
Seg x BIk 3210.926
Mod x Seg x BIk 10929.188
Feed x Seg x Blk 2727.77L
Mod x Feed x Seg x Blk 14062.148
Error 513381.500

Total- 8005713.160

SS

KR icEi (Expt. 2)

43L

df F

.428

.168
1.020

1
1
1

44

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
4
4
4

L76

2L.900
.2r9
.016

L .214

.078
L. O52

.960

.6L4

.27 5

.937

.234
1.205
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TABLE 15

Same-Phasing Transfer W/O

Source

Between Blocks/Subjects
Modality L744.O36
Feedback 2L56L.B!4
Mod x Feed 10325.335
Error 330433.110

Within Blocks/Subjects
Segment L23L06.796
Mod x Seg 23L.oL9
Feed x seg 6906.352
Mod x Feed x Seg 3190.540
Error LI9959.777
Block 7442.793
Mod x BIk 1l_91. 060
Feed x Bl"k 1855.560
Mod x Feed x BIk 7469.A96
Error 71915 . 83 3
Seg x BIk 2429L.091
Mod x Seg x BIk 1413.427
Feed x Seg x Blk 11901.065
Mod x Feed x Seg x BIk 1023.140
Error 195348.613

Total 94L2I4.962

dfSS

KR VE (Expt. 2)

43L

F

.232
2.87L
L.375

45.L54
.085

2 .533
I.L7O

4 .563
.07 3

L.L37
4.576

5.47L
.318

2 .68L
.230

1
1
1

44

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
4
4
4

L76
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TABLE L6

Same-Phasing Transfer W/ KR lcnl (Expt.

SS df

2)

Source

Total

Between BIocks/Subjects
Modality 296.67e
Feedback 574.085
Mod x Feed 4206.257
Error 7OL946.O53

Within Blocks/Sub jects
Segment 551843.204
Mod x Seg 23005.029
Feed x seg 84.344
Mod x Feed x Seg 2e32.647
Effor 910208.113
Block 131894.506
Mod x BIk LL344.L97
Feed x Blk 5891.542
Mod x Feed x BIk i64.O32
Error 347915.057
Seg x BIk 53422.7eI
Mod x Seg x Blk 300 j_.600
Feed x Seg x Blk 4866.It4
Mod x Feed x Seg x BIk 20578.993
Error 508572.609

1
1

1
44

F

n10
.036
.264

29.969
I .249

.005

.154

16.680
1.435

.7 45

.o97

4 .622
.260
.42t

1.780

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
+
4
4

L76

3L83L47.740 43r
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TABLE

Same-Phasing Transfer

Source

Between Blocks/Subjects
Modality 1955. OOO
Feedback 2236.77e
Mod x Feed 32.793
Error 179962.656

Within Blocks/Subjects
Segrnent 283993.460
Mod x Seg 3797.9L3
Feed x Seg 2L3L.9L2
Mod x Feed x Seg 1-769.900
Error 147675.039
Bl-ock 25779.OL2
Mod x BIk 1698.576
Feed x Blk 342.242
Mod x Feed x BIk 3555.347
Error 2O4Lg3. O3g
Seg x Blk 77L4.8L9
Mod x Seg x Blk 6568.945
Feed x Seg x BIk B3Z.42O
Mod x Feed x Seg x BIk 2A47.909
Error 228315.681

TotaI 7LO4493 .440

L7

W/ KR VE

SS

( Expt. 2 )

df

431

F

.478

.547

.008

84.587
L.L32

.635

.527

5.555
.366
.074
.7 66

1.487
.284
.160
.395

1
I

1
44

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
4
4
4

L76
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TABLE 18

Different-Phasing Transf er W /O KR icEi (Expt. 2)

Source

Between Blocks/Subjects
Modality 28942.9t6
Feedback LI2O3.7IL
Mod x Feed 32LO2.256
Error LL25827.85O

Within Blocks/Subjects
Segment L42O94.528
Mod x Seg 150032.07I
Feed x Seg 5OI7.453
Mod x Feed x Seg 44559.800
Error L636L4L.7LO
Block 22522.081-
Mod x Blk 4864.131
Feed x Blk 332.46L
Mod x Feed x BLk 2059.793
Error L88O72.434
Seg x BIk 254L6.504
Mod x Seg x BIk 10734.809
Feed x Seg x BIk 532O.79O
Mod x Feed x Seg x Blk 736L.651
Error 285357.338

TotaI 3727964.190

SS df F

1.131
.438
.268

3 .82L
4.035

.135
1.198

5 .269
1.138

.078

.482

3.919
1.655

.820
1.135

I
1
I

44

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
4
4
4

L76

*
*

43L
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TABLE 19

Different-Phasing Transfer W/O KR

SS

VE (Expt.

df

43L

2)

F

.623
3.140
L .547

30.334
2.472
L.L7O

.399

12.304
. I47
.143
.103

3.665
.505

3 .637
1.109

Source

Between Blocks/Sub jects
Modality 4504.687
Feedback 2272L.5O2
Mod x Feed 11193.52L
Error 318395.322

Within BIocks/Sub jects
Segment LL3958.763
Mod x Seg 9285.181
Feed x Seg 4397.181
Mod x Feed x Seg 1497.346
Error L65299.925
Bl-ock 28736.539
Mod x BIk 342.793
Feed x Blk 334.479
Mod x Feed x BIk 239.926
Error 102765.370
Seg x Blk L3275.655
Mod x Seg x BIk 1830.484
Feed x Seg x BIk L3I74.769
Mod x Feed x Seg x Blk 4018.356
Error 1-59385.631

Total 975357.478

1
1
I

44

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
z

88
4
4
4
4

L76
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TABLE 20

Different-phasing Transf er W/

Source SS

Between BIocks/Subjects
Modality 657.906
Feedback L44O9.773
Mod x Feed 9813 .620Error 657L7I.323

Within Blocks/Sub jects
Segrnent 87956.139
Mod x Seg LI4}2.7B6
Feed x Seg 18398.204
Mod x Feed x Seg 2478I.944
Error 780143.155
BLock 27726.556
Mod x Blk LO647.422
Feed x B1k 5576.203
Mod x Feed x Bt-k 2069I.059
Error 229889.652
Seg x Blk L7I23.458
Mod x Seg x Blk 22643.950
Feed x Seg x Blk 3LZT2.Z53
Mod x Feed x Seg x BIk 4692.L54
Error 3O9726.6t6

Total 2284873.880

KR icEi (Expt. 2)

df

1
1
I

44

.o44

.965

.657

2
2
z
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
4
4
4

L76

4.96I
.648

L.O37
1.398

5.316
2.O38
L.067
3.960

2.433
3 .217
4 .445

.667

*
*
*

43]'
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Source

TotaL

TABLE 2L

Dif f erent-phasing Transfer

SS

939881.915

w/ KR VE (Expt. 2)

43L

df F

nn1
3 .997

.7 83

Between BIocks/Sub jects
Modality 6.75LFeedback 2II4o.Ot2
Mod x Feed 4L44.Og3Error 23274:-.07I
Within Blocks/Subjects
Segment 35577.348
Mod x seg 5551.542
Feed x Seg 1996.643
Mod x Feed x Seg 46og.76tEffor 19g414.039Block 22520.016
Mod x Blk 120g.6Z9
Feed x BIk 10827.835
Mod x Feed x Blk 9054.596Error 157155.539
Seg x Blk s277.8o3
Mod x Seg x BIk 7297.528
Feed x Seg x BIk 5538.010
Mod x Feed x Seg x Blk 5697.643Error 2LLL23.OL5

1
1
1

44

2
2
2
2

88
2
2
2
2

88
4
4
4
4

176

7 .890
t.23I

.443
I.O22

6.305
.338

3.032
2 .535

1.100
L .52L
1.154
L.I87




